Seminar
‘Multimodal Dialogue Systems’

Teacher: Dr. Volha Petukhova

You will learn: what are the newest research and development trends in multimodal dialogue system design

– Theoretical and empirical foundations
– Modalities in dialogue interactions
– Cognitive aspects of situated interaction
– Approaches to natural language interpretation and generation
– Approaches to human-machine dialogue modelling
– End-to-end dialogue system design

Method:
- one presentation for each participant based on a research paper
  (40% of final scores)
- active participation in discussions and experiments (20% of final scores)

Final assignment: 10 pages report (40% of final scores)
Practical information

• Mail to: v.petukhova@lsv.uni-saarland.de
  set a subject tag [MDS]

• First meeting:
  – Date: 23.04.2018
  – Time: Mo 12:15-13:45
  – Location: C7.1 U.15

• Course webpage: https://www.lsv.uni-saarland.de/index.php?id=199

!Please register on the course page!